MBA684 Project Management        Instructor: Abraham Adhanom

Project Management (PM) is a structured approach of planning, organizing, and managing the resources required to achieve successful implementation and completion of specific business endeavor. A project is a finite in nature: with limited resources – specific timeframe, limited budget and measurable scope aimed to bring about beneficial change or added value to the organization.

MBA684 - Project Management introduces basic principles of modern project management, analysis, planning and monitoring of projects and development of knowledge areas as defined by the Project Management Institute’s Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK). The course integrates definition of project scope, planning and sequencing of project deliverables, designing the project schedule, resource requirements planning, cost estimation and budgeting, project risk identification and analysis, tracking project progress, project communications management and developing strategies for executing of successful projects. Microsoft Project 2007 Professional will be used as the primary tool for planning, executing and managing projects. The course will also help students prepare for the PMP (Project Management Professional) certification exam.